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Helvetia Calendar

April 17 ---- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program:
swap session . All members are invited to bring material.

Oct . 26-28 -- Swiss exhibits at NOJEX, Cranford, N .J.

Swiss Competition at BEPEX Draws Eight Exhibits

Helvetia member William Weitzmann of Pennsylvania won Hel-
vetia's first place A .P .S . chapter medal for his exhibit of Strubelis
at BEPEX on March 15-17 . The special Swiss competition, the first of
its kind sponsored by Helvetia, attracted eight exhibits from three
states . Second place went to Helvetia member Dr . Max Kronstein of New
York for philatelic and collateral material associated with the first
zeppelin round-trip over Switzerland . (See this issue for his article
describing the flight .) J . Raymond Bingham, the only non-member to
enter, won third place for a display of Swiss souvenir sheets.

Dr . Kronstein's display also won a BEPEX bronze medal in
the foreign section . Gerald Diamond, who showed Swiss flight vignettes
on covers, won a BEPEX silver medal in the novice class.

Other members who entered one- or two-frame exhibits were
Benjamin Wood, Switzerland Helvetia and Numeral Issues of 1867-1907;
Werner Vogel, Swiss commemoratives of 1960-70 ; Edward Hochuli, stamps
and flight covers associated with Swissair ; and Aaron Rosenberg, In-
ternal Labor Office covers.

The Helvetia Award for best Swiss exhibit in BEPEX went to
society member Harlan Stone for a display of postal history covers
from 1459 to 1848 with emphasis on Geneva and Basel . This exhibit also
won a BEPEX gold medal in the postal history section . Henry Blum, who
also competed outside the special Helvetia competition, won a silver
medal in the foreign section for his display of Bundesfeier cards and
Pro Patria stamps.

Although Helvetia members did well individually, the society
suffered its first loses in two BEPEX inter-club competitions . North
Jersey Stamp Club won the award for the best two-frame club exhibit
after six straight Helvetia wins, and the Fair Lawn Stamp Club cap-
tured the relatively new Reggio-Skinner trophy for the best five or
more individual exhibits by a club's members, ending Helvetia's vic-
tory string at two.

Encouraged by the fact that 10 Helvetia members took part
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in BEPEX, the society plans to sponsor similar awards at NOJEX in
Cranford, N .J ., Oct . 26-28 . The minimum acceptable exhibit at NO-
JEX is 16 pages (one frame) . Further details will appear as plans
progress.

Helvetia Publication Renamed Alphorn

Choosing from a dozen suggestions, society members at
the March meeting voted to adopt the name "Helvetia Alphorn" for the
society's monthly publication . This selection replaces "Helvetia
Bulletin" in use from 1938 to 1957 . Since resumption of the publi-
cation in 1969, no formal name has appeared on the title page.

The consensus of approving members was that the alphorn
is distinctly Swiss in origin and also symbolizes communication.
Member Calvin McMahon is preparing a new masthead for the publica-
tion incorporating the name and elements of the 1951 Pro Patria
stamp (Scott # B205) showing an alphorn blower.

Committee To Update Society By-Laws

A four-member committee headed by Vice President Edward
Hochuli will revise the Helvetia by-laws to reflect its recently ex-
panded membership covering the U .S . and Canada . Serving with him are
Secretary Harlan Stone, A .P .S . Representative Aaron Rosenberg and
Werner Vogel . Mr . Vogel has made arrangements for the committee to
receive outside legal assistance . Amy members with comments or sug-
gestions may send them to the secretary, whose address appears at
the beginning of this publication.

The First Zeppelin Round-Trip
Over Switzerland (L_Z_4)	 on July 1, 1908

By
Dr . Max Kronstein
Helvetia #79

(This report is an English translation of the author's
article in the catalog of the Swiss LUPO 72 Airport Exhibition in Lu-
zerne . The illustrations in the catalog are not all being reproduced.
But all the original material was shown at BEPEX on March 15017 .)

Years ago our old friend Dr . R . Paganini, the first aero-
philatelist of Switzerland, pointed out to collectors that the devel-
opment of all new means of transportation took place long before their
introduction into postal transportation . Therefore, the documents of
such early development periods are to be considered part of the col-
lections of philatelists . So he made extensive efforts to convince
collectors that the Swiss pioneer air stamps and cards are really
collectable items, along with the pioneer flight cards of all the
world . Today his opinion has been generally accepted.

Even before the period of the pioneer flight cards, the
airships and airplanes (and in our days the rockets also) went through
a development period . Even when no flown covers or cards might exist,
many kinds of interesting documentation exists which can demonstrate
the earliest period of such means of transportation in our collections.

In the catalog of the earlier LUPO 69 exhibition, this author
reported on the various documents, cards and cachets that resulted
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from the activities of the first Swiss airship station in Luzern.
This present article goes even a few years further back . It attempts
to demonstrate how an historical event such as the first trip of the
Zeppelin Airship L .Z .4 over Switzerland on July 1, 1908, can be docu-
mented by the aerophilatelist, even when there was no postal trans-
portation on this flight and no postal drop-mail from the airship.
(A single message is known from this flight, a message from Graf
(Count) Zeppelin to the newspaper Neue Zurcher Zeitung, which was
dropped over Zurich and actually delivered to the newspaper .)

The historical material of this flight can be separated in-
to different groups . The first group contains such photographs as
were taken from on board the airship, showing Swiss cities and coun-
trysides . During the L .Z .4 flight these photos were taken by Professor
H . Hergesell, a meteorologist who was on board the airship . He had
already made aerial photos in 1907 from on board the L .Z .3, when he
photographed the island of Lindau in the Lake of Constance . Graf Zep-
pelin invited Hergesell to accompany him on the Swiss trip and to
make photographs from the gondola . We know of such aerial photos
from Constance and Stein-on-Rhine . Especially interesting are photos
taken over the Rhinefall near Schaffhausen, where the count took down
the airship to an altitude of only 250 feet above the waterfall to
allow an especially impressive aerial photo to be taken . Aerial
photos are also known of Zurich . In the same year they were issued in
Switzerland as picture post cards and are known with a 1908 postal
cancellation.

A second group of photographic documentation of this flight
was pictures taken from the ground and showing the airship over var-
ious cities of Switzerland . These also were issued as illustrated
cards and were purchased and posted by the public . In comparison with
these "real" photographs of Swiss cities, there also exist "photomon-
tages ." Here suitable pictures of the airship were mounted on earlier
photographs of Swiss cities . These cards can be recognized by the
fact that often the persons on the ground are paying no attention to
the airship shown above them . These cards are recognized also by the
fact that often the airship appears to be too large against the back-
ground . These cards are interesting documents especially since they
were issued immediately after the flight . Still under the impression
of the great experience, the public willingly purchased these cards
and posted them to friends and relatives in all parts of the world.
The cards exist with the postal cancellation of the actual date of
the flight, July 1, 1908.

During the great round-trip flight of Switzerland, such pic-
ture cards were issued in all Swiss cities along the route . An
especially beautiful photocard was issued that day in Luzern . Another
card from the Luzern area was issued with a colored print showing the
airship over the Lake of Luzern, but below the Staffel plateau of
Mount Rigi (see first illustration).

From Zurich exist a number of cards used on the actual day
of the overflight. Of special interest is one issued earlier for a
flight of the airship over Bregenz, Austria, but cancelled in Zurich
on July 1, 1908 . This card also shows a vignette of the count as a
"Doctor of Engineering Honoris Causa ." Since the award of this degree
took place in the same week, this vignette must have just been issued
before the Swiss flight . The sender refers to it as a "souvenir ." The
card is addressed to Brussels, Belgium, and was backstamped there
(see second illustration) .
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There also exists a commemorative vignette for this Swiss
flight . This was issued in 1912 in Munich in . a series of German "

Marken-Kunst" for the "first extended trip of a dirigible airship ; the
12--hour continuous flight of the Inventor Graf Zeppelin on July 1,
1903 Manzell-Luzern-Zurich-Bodensee (Lake of Constance)" (see third
illustration) . The collecting of such vignettes of the very earliest
flights of a zeppelin airship are very interesting, especially these
of the period before the beginning of the airship passenger services
in 1910 . But it is very difficult to find this material today.

Besides these vignettes, there exist medals issued to com-
memorate early zeppelin flights . The earliest appeared in October
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1906, when the airship structure
was changed following the October
flights of the airship L .Z .3 (later
Army Airship Z .l) for the 1907
flights . Some of the aluminum re-
moved on this occasion was used for
a medal honoring the 1906 flights.
It shows the airship over the Lake
of Constance with the words "PER
ASPERA AD ASTRA" and on the re-
verse side "In memory of the suc-
cessful airship flights of his Ex-
cellency Graf Zeppelin over the
Lake of Constance on Oct . 9 and 10,
1906 ." Other medals were issued in
1908 after long distance flights,
and one of them expressly refers
to the overflight of Basel.

It has been mentioned already that a message was dropped
from the airship L .Z .4 over Zurich . This message read "Zeppelin's
airship. Position above Zurich . July 1, 1908 . To the N .Z .Z . (Neue
Zurcher Zeitung) . Greetings to Zurich from on board the airship by
Graf Zeppelin and H . Hergesell ." This card with its message was found
by a young man on the "Tengallen" Place and delivered to the news-
paper, which published it the same day in a second evening edition.
This edition also contained reports about the progress of the trip.

On board the airship was also a reporter as a passenger, a
Mr . Emil Sant . Since there was no radio service in operation at that
time, his report appeared after the trip in a book "The Aerial Navi-
gation" published by a nephew of Graf Zeppelin . The progress of the
airship over Luzern was there described as follows : "Shortly before
noon we got Lucerne in sight . The Lake of Lucerne appeared like a
jewel in shadow to us and the sun played in light over its forms . We
approached, traveling high in the air, Lucerne, this delightful mix-
ture of romance and culture, of nature and civilization . In the south-
east we saw the summit of the Rigi and in the west the sharp profile
of the Pilatus Mountain, who appeared gray and proud and cold, turning
his knife-sharp edges into the sky . The azure-colored atmosphere above
us covered the melancholical green depths of the Lake of Lucerne with
a cover of heliotrop . ..The deep sound of our propellers had already an-
nounced our arrival far ahead . And so we saw here again a humanity in
excitement, in joy and in anxious expectation, running back and forth,
anxious to see and to be seen . ..The city Council of Lucerne commemorated
the great moment which had been awarded to this city by a greeting
telegram, which was sent immediately after the flight to the Graf in Fried-
richshafen . It was easy to see even from the ground how fully he had
solved the difficult problem of the dirigibility (steering) of the air-
ship . It was possible to observe each change in the steering position
and to see immediately that the giant body was following even the
slightest direction ." This was the poetical language of that period,
65 years ago this summer.

The author had in these studies the assistance of the Swiss
pioneer of aerophilately Mr . Arthur Schmidli, who dies last summer, and
Mr . Karl Stahl, who was chief engineer of the zeppelin's construction.
Both were on board the airship during this flight.
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AUCTION # 9

This month's auction is unlike any that we have had so far . We have
recently received a huge stock of material, far too large to catalog
We offer you this unique opportunity to fill in many of the blank
spaces in your albums . This collection contains only 20th Century
material, no covers, no specialist type items . Just stamps, some
complete sets, some singles, some mint No hinge, some mint original
gum, some used . All souvenir sheets . This is not a bargain run	
Just because we have 55 copies of the PAX 10fr . stamp does not mean
that they will go at $1 .00 a head . We expect a great deal of bidding
in this auction---And suggest you take full advantage of this once
in longtime offer.

Rules--List those items which you need-Cheap or expensive, all will
get equal time . Let us know if you want it mint or used and in what
condition . Also let us know if you will accept an items of say 2nd
choice if 1st is not available, Tell us what you think is a fair
price	 This price will be matched against current catalog as well
as other bidders	 Send all bids to : Steve Pomex

Box 402
New York, 10028

This sale will close on May 1st.

_

	

This is
really a unique chance to fill
in so many of those spaces and
at truly good prices . Do not
let this slip by, send in your
bids today.

Next month's auction will feature
several smaller collections of
this same nature, but will be
sold as complete books only . It
is a must that we move this mer
chandise before our summer holi-
days.

THANK YOU END OF A FANTASTIC
SALE
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